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How to Invest in the Upside Down Cycle 

Agnès Belaisch, London 

The post-COVID expansion is decelerating in advanced economies, which 

raises the question: have we entered the slowdown phase that usually 

precedes a recession in the standard business cycle? After double-digit growth in 

retail sales and industrial production in the first half of 2021, PMI surveys of business 

expectations have softened, though they remain in expansionary territory. Inflation, 

however, remains high—the result of a clash between 18 months of pent-up demand and 

COVID-induced global supply chain disruptions. In this context, central banks are careful 

about exiting accommodative policies too fast.  

 

Yet, this cycle stands apart in the history of business cycles because there is 

still plenty of slack to keep inflation at bay and several sources of growth that 

have yet to play out. At this stage in a traditional cycle, the economy would be 

leveraging and saving, and inflation would be rising. In contrast, the current period is one 

of deleveraging and dissaving, which will likely drive the continued expansion. Inflation is 

likely to turn lower the further the expansion goes, as supply-side bottlenecks are 

resolved and low base effects fade away.  

 

Above all, final demand is nowhere near peaking. Although the pace of activity is 

slowing, growth is still set to remain high in absolute terms. While job markets are 

usually tight as the peak approaches and household savings dwindle, many European 

workers are still on furlough and millions of Americans have opted out a red-hot job 

market, for now. Meanwhile, large savings accumulated during lockdowns are providing 

the comfort of time before people have to return to an old job they probably did not like 

very much. When savings run out or workers can match their skills with those required in 

different jobs, the rise in employment will provide a new impetus to growth, particularly 

as labor productivity improved during the pandemic.  

 

The charts below provide a stylized illustration of where advanced 

economies may currently lie. Instead of the final slowdown before a recession, it may 

well be a temporary dip before the true peak of the expansion. The global recovery will 

fire new engines to propel growth again and, in the absence of excesses in the economy, 

central banks can afford to remain supportive until then. 
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Emerging markets (EM) are still hampered by border restrictions and low 

vaccination rates, but they will provide an additional boost to global demand 

over the next 12 months. Their recovery will also help restore global supply chains 

that are currently a drag on PMIs. From Brazil to South Africa to China, truck drivers, 

warehouse staff, stevedores and other workers essential to the functioning of global 

supply chains are still missing in parts of the world where vaccinations lag. Advanced 

economies cannot fully recover alone—and the cycle will not peak until EMs are back in 

play. 

 

 

“As long as the global economy is not fully prepared to live with the virus 

through widespread vaccinations and testing protocols, there could be a few 

slowdowns and reaccelerations in the expansion cycle until it truly peaks.” 

 

The health of private balance sheets will also make this expansionary cycle 

longer. Governments provided blanket income support to unemployed workers and 

firms during lockdowns. Small- and medium-sized firms saved and used the cheap 

liquidity conditions to leverage. After paying bills, these extra funds were hoarded out of 

precaution, in case of a delayed economic reopening. Thus, unlike in previous cycles, the 

private sector entered the recovery with very strong balance sheets. Nonperforming loans 

are at historical lows and bank capital asset ratios are unusually high, which should 

translate into an ample supply of credit for the next leg of expansion. Driven by animal 

spirits, firms already increased capex as soon as vaccines illuminated the end of the 

COVID tunnel. Apart from rising asset prices, none of the usual financial stability risks in 

the system are forcing central banks to slow things rapidly. It can hardly be the peak of 

the business cycle if consumers’ savings are high, firms remain cash-rich, banks stand 

ready to expand business, and policymakers show few signs of being on the verge of a 

nervous breakdown. 

 

As long as the global economy is not fully prepared to live with the virus 

through widespread vaccinations and testing protocols, there will likely be a 

few slowdowns and reaccelerations in this expansion cycle before it truly 

peaks. Reservoirs of strength will remain idle due to malfunctioning global supply 

chains, labor market slack, and lingering restrictions to service activities. They may empty 

at some point if the final recovery takes too long to emerge, leaving permanent scars and 

capping potential growth at lower levels.  

 

Policymakers’ “whatever it takes” motto is designed to mitigate risks of an 

early recession. They will support a reacceleration of activity if an incomplete recovery 

makes the economy too frail to survive a downturn. Given strong private balance sheets, 

central banks can afford to keep liquidity cheap and fight nascent asset market bubbles, 

for example with well-targeted macro-prudential measures such as capital gains taxation 

and housing finance regulation. This new type of cycle will see growth accelerate with 

inflation falling as more capacity comes online. Thus, if central banks still want to hike 

interest rates when growth has passed its peak, say, to create space to ease again in the 
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next recession, the rate path will be lower than in the traditional cycle. To nurture the 

recovery, fiscal policymakers will also avoid too contractionary a consolidation.  

 

Implications for Asset Allocation 

 

In this context, investors would be wise to adapt their investment style to this 

different cyclical pattern and keep some room for upside surprises in the 

expansion cycle.  

 

 Value stocks will likely perform later when supply disruptions finally subside 

and the expansion can bloom. 

 Growth stocks can be an upcycle investment as society learns to live with the 

virus, including through hybrid ways of consuming and working, both online and 

brick-and-mortar.  

 Bond investors’ duration call needs not fall victim to fears of higher policy rates 

typical of expansionary phases. Governments will tiptoe into normalizing 

financing conditions. Credit spreads can continue to perform in this elongated 

expansion. 

 Inflation-indexed bonds will lose their allure because inflation will peter out 

when bottlenecks are resolved. 

 With a fuller global recovery, the demand for commodities will continue to rise. 

It will also be magnified by a secular demand for the commodities necessary to the 

green transition.  

 

Once developed economies near peak cycle and move into a real slowdown, other 

investments than usual will become interesting. 

 

 Some EM will stand ready to perform. Recent supply-side bottlenecks and virus 

scares deteriorated current account balances, weakened currencies, and unleashed 

inflation. Central banks tightened financing conditions, slowing their recovery, 

but vaccinations will reopen borders, relaunch activity, and reduce price pressure. 

It may even allow some central banks to ease.  

 Quality will continue to benefit because capex supported productivity growth, 

keeping wage-price inflation spiral at bay. 

 

The tail risk to every scenario is that vaccinations lose efficacy and/or the 

vaccination rate does not rise sufficiently in parts of the world. If so, supply-

side bottlenecks would likely persist and inflation expectations would rise. Not every 

company will have the margins necessary to afford increasing wages while paying higher 

input costs. Bottlenecks would then reduce production, employment, and activity. 

Policymakers would need to find space in their balance sheets to support the economy 

again. Let’s hope we get a chance to climb the final peak in the synchronous expansion.  
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

 

Any forecasts in this document are based upon Barings opinion of the market at the date of preparation and are subject to change 

without notice, dependent upon many factors. Any prediction, projection or forecast is not necessarily indicative of the future or likely 

performance. Investment involves risk. The value of any investments and any income generated may go down as well as up and is not 

guaranteed. Past performance is no indication of current or future performance. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY 

INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. Any investment results, portfolio compositions and or examples set forth in this document are 

provided for illustrative purposes only and are not indicative of any future investment results, future portfolio composition or 

investments. The composition, size of, and risks associated with an investment may differ substantially from any examples set forth in 

this document. No representation is made that an investment will be profitable or will not incur losses. Where appropriate, changes in 

the currency exchange rates may affect the value of investments. Prospective investors should read the offering documents, if 

applicable, for the details and specific risk factors of any Fund/Strategy discussed in this document. For Professional 

Investors/Institutional Investors only. This document should not be distributed to or relied on by Retail/Individual Investors. Barings 

LLC, Barings Securities LLC, Barings (U.K.) Limited, Barings Global Advisers Limited, Barings Australia Pty Ltd, Barings Japan 

Limited, Baring Asset Management Limited, Baring International Investment Limited, Baring Fund Managers Limited, Baring 

International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited, Baring Asset Management (Asia) Limited, Baring SICE (Taiwan) Limited, 

BaringAsset Management Switzerland Sàrl, and Baring Asset Management Korea Limited each are affiliated financial service 

companies owned by Barings LLC (each, individually, an "Affiliate"), together known as "Barings." Some Affiliates may act as an 

introducer or distributor of the products and services of some others and may be paid a fee for doing so. 

 

NO OFFER: The document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any 

financial instrument or service in any jurisdiction. The material herein was prepared without any consideration of the investment 

objectives, financial situation or particular needs of anyone who may receive it. This document is not, and must not be treated as, 

investment advice, an investment recommendation, investment research, or a recommendation about the suitability or 

appropriateness of any security, commodity, investment, or particular investment strategy, and must not be construed as a 

projection or prediction. 

 

In making an investment decision, prospective investors must rely on their own examination of the merits and risks involved and 

before making any investment decision, it is recommended that prospective investors seek independent investment, legal, tax, 

accounting or other professional advice as appropriate. Unless otherwise mentioned, the views contained in this document are those 

of Barings. These views are made in good faith in relation to the facts known at the time of preparation and are subject to change 

without notice. Individual portfolio management teams may hold different views than the views expressed herein and may make 

different investment decisions for different clients. Parts of this document may be based on information received from sources we 

believe to be reliable. Although every effort is taken to ensure that the information contained in this document is accurate, Barings 

makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of the information.  

 

OTHER RESTRICTIONS: The distribution of this document is restricted by law. No action has been or will be taken by Barings to 

permit the possession or distribution of the document in any jurisdiction, where action for that purpose may be required. Accordingly, 

the document may not be used in any jurisdiction except under circumstances that will result in compliance with all applicable laws 

and regulations. Any service, security, investment or product outlined in this document may not be suitable for a prospective investor 

or available in their jurisdiction.  

 

Copyright and Trademark: Copyright © 2021 Barings. Information in this document may be used for your own personal use, but 

may not be altered, reproduced or distributed without Barings’ consent. 
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